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Innovative Shading Solutions
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Contemporary Design
with Practical Controls
The combination of years of research and development, excellent
craftsmanship, and elegant design has culminated in an industry-leading
integrated blind within a rooflight system. Nōtan ensures ultra-slim
sightlines for a sophisticated design within a high-performance and
durable aluminium system.
The design of our aluminium blind system is stylish and discreet. When
the automated integrated blind is fully retracted, the Nōtan system has the
same appearance as a standard rooflight. At a touch of a button, you can
manage the lighting and privacy by simply moving and tilting your blind.
All Nōtan’s products are manufactured to the highest standards with
industry-leading components that stand the test of time.

“ The quality of their products
are phenomenal.”
Mr M Stoskus

Personalised to your Taste,
Style, and Environment

Make The Most of
Your Property

At Nōtan, we recognise and value the importance

Nōtan’s integrated blinds are built with quality
and style to help you make the most your living
and working spaces.

of aesthetics, so we offer a variety of design options,
with both contemporary and classic finishes,
plus a broad range of standard sizes designed to

Adding a Nōtan integrated rooflight blind system
can make a dramatic difference to your flat roof
by flooding your room with natural daylight when
desired and providing a seamless connection
to outside space.

suit your building.

WHITE
BY001

ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL7016

BLACK
RAL9005

The aluminium frames are available as standard
in white, grey, and black with a matching ceramic
painted edge. We also have bespoke colour options
with any RAL colour available if required. Please
note that the slats of the retractable blind are
only available in white.

Furthermore, our integrated blinds regulate
energy usage by keeping heat out in the summer
and warmth in during the winter, plus they
reduce glare from direct sunlight.
There’s minimal maintenance and cleaning
required as our integrated blinds are
hygienically sealed and dust-free.

Quality in Design,
and Manufacturing
Our team of experienced technicians along with our customer service
department are here to help with any questions that you may have.
The Nōtan range of products have been specifically designed and
precisely manufactured to provide high-performance IGUs combined with
the highest levels of energy efficiency and excellent through-life operation.
Our integrated rooflight IGUs are manufactured with industrial-grade
components including 6.4mm internal lamination, warm-edge space,
and 6mm ceramic border ensuring premium quality. The Nōtan IGUs also
feature EnduroShield easy-clean surface coating technology as standard.
If required, we can even supply triple-glazed IGUs and 33mm walk-on
glass with anti-slip technology.

Our blinds are tested on 10,000 repetitive
cycles for both lift and tilt functions.

Elevating Your
Rooflight Control
Find the perfect balance between light and dark from your rooflight
with Nōtan. Practical, stylish, sleek, and efficient, our integrated
rooflight blinds are the perfect finishing touch to every building.
Complement your property with clever, attractive shading and natural
light management at home or the office. Nōtan’s elegant rooflights
creates bright and beautiful spaces with daylight whilst also offering
full control in an easy-to-use system.

Nōtan’s Integrated Rooflight Blinds come with
a 5 Year Warranty for a long-life guarantee.

Powerful Shading with
Minimal Maintenance
Nōtan’s integrated rooflight system features a sleek
automated integrated blind within the double-glazed
rooflight unit, so you can choose to give your room
more light or more shade, as well as
enhanced privacy.
Our automated system offers unrivalled convenience for your home with a simple electronic
operation and remote control units. The electric blind is perfectly sealed between the unit
for maintenance-free, reliable, and durable shading. They can be easily and quickly fitted
by your window installer, and with retrofit possibilities, they’re perfect for every home or
commercial property.
The Nōtan system combines a stylish and elegant design with no-fuss operational
efficiency. Our rooflight blinds are easily operated by the simple press of
a button.

Nōtan is a UK manufacturer and supplier of integral blinds.
All of our integrated rooflight blinds are manufactured using
innovative technology, best practices in manufacturing,
and meticulous attention to detail underpinned by a
5-year warranty.

Why Choose a Nōtan
Integrated Rooflight Blind?
• Simple Remote Control
• 5 Year Guarantee
• High Build Quality
• Choice of Styles and Colours
• Tried and Tested
• New Build and Retrofit Options
• Minimal Maintenance and Hygienic
• Stylish Design
• Privacy and Security

Nōtan integrated rooflight blinds offer an elegant
modern alternative to conventional rooflights.
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